This paper describes our submission for the SemEval 2018 Task 7 shared task on semantic relation extraction and classification in scientific papers. We extend the end-to-end relation extraction model of (Miwa and Bansal, 2016) with enhancements such as a characterlevel encoding attention mechanism on selecting pretrained concept candidate embeddings. Our official submission ranked the second in relation classification task (Subtask 1.1 and Subtask 2 Senerio 2), and the first in the relation extraction task (Subtask 2 Scenario 1).
Task Overview
The SemEval 2018 Task 7 Shared Task (Gábor et al., 2018) focuses on the task of recognizing the semantic relation that holds between scientific concepts. The task involves semantic relation extraction and classification into six categories specific to scientific literature: USAGE, RESULT, MODEL-FEATURE, PART WHOLE, TOPIC, COMPARE. Two types of tasks are proposed: 1) identifying pairs of entities that are instances of any of the six semantic relations (extraction task), and 2) classifying instances into one of the specific relation types (classification task).
Consider the following input sentence: "[Unsupervised training] is first used to train a [phone n-gram model] for a particular domain." Given the concept pair [Unsupervised training] and [phone n-gram model], the relation extraction task is to identify whether there is a relation between the concepts, while the the relation classification task is to identity the relation as USAGE. Relation directionality is not taken into account for the evaluation of the extraction task. Directionality is taken into account when relevant for the classification task (5 out of the 6 semantic relations are asymmetrical). We will use this example throughout the paper to illustrate various parts of our system. The SemEval 2018 Task 7 dataset contains 350 abstracts from the ACL Anthology for training and validation, and 150 abstracts for testing each subtask. Since the scale of the data is small for supervised training of neural systems, we introduce several strategies to leverage a large quantity of unlabeled scientific articles. In addition to initializing a neural system with pre-trained word embeddings, as in (Luan et al., 2017) , we also try to incorporate embeddings of concepts that span multiple words. In neural models such as (Miwa and Bansal, 2016) , phrases are often represented by an average (or weighted average) of the token's sequential LSTM representation. The intuition behind explicit modeling of multi-word concept embeddings is that the concept use may be different from that of its individual words. Due to the size of the dataset and the nature of scientific literature, a large number of the scientific terms in the test set have never appeared in the training set, so supervised learning of the phrase embeddings is not feasible. Therefore, we pre-trained scientific term embeddings on a large scientific corpus and provide a strategy to selectively incorporate the pre-trained embeddings into the relation extraction system.
System Description

Neural Architecture Model
Our system is an extension of (Luan et al., 2017) and (Miwa and Bansal, 2016) with LSTM RNNs that represent both word sequences and dependency tree structures, and perform relation extraction between concepts on top of these RNNs. As illustrated in Figure 1 , it is composed of a 5 types of layers in a hierarchical neural model to encode context information. The first two layers (token, token LSTM) use the neural modeling framework in (Luan et al., 2017) . The forward and backward dependency layers and the relation classification layer are based on (Miwa and Bansal, 2016) . The concept selection layer is novel, to the best of our knowledge. The different layers are described in more detail below.
Token Layer. The token layer concatenates three types of vector space embeddings. Word embeddings are learned for words from a fixed vocabulary (plus the unknown word token), initialized using Word2vec pre-training with large scholarly corpora. The character-based embedding for a token is derived from its characters as the concatenation of forward and backward representations from a bidirectional LSTM. The character look-up table is initialized at random. The advantage of building a character-based embedding layer is that it can handle out-of-vocabulary words and equations, which are frequent in this data, all of which are mapped to "UNK" tokens in the Word Embedding Layer. Word embeddings are learned for words from a fixed vocabulary (plus the unknown word token), initialized using Word2vec pre-training with large scholarly corpora. A feature embedding is learned as a mapping from features associated with capitalization (all capital, first capital, all lower, any capital but first letter) and part-of-speech tags. The embeddings are randomly initialized and trained jointly with other parameters during supervised training.
Token LSTM Layer We apply a bidirectional LSTM at the token level taking the concatenated character-word-feature embedding as input. An LSTM hidden state generated in this layer is denoted as h S .
Forward & Backward Dependency Layers
Given the concept pair (C l , C r ), the Forward Dependency Layer (generating h F ) traces from the closest common ancestor w a (for example the word "used" in Fig. 1 ) to the headword w j (word "model") of the right target concept C r ( "phone n-gram model"). The Backward Dependency Layer (generating h B ) traces from the ancestor to the headword w i of the left concept C l . We map the dependency relation into vector space and concatenate the resulting embedding to the embedding (h S ) of the headword of the concepts C l or C r for the backward and forward dependency layers, respectively. We concatenate the resulting bi-directional LSTM vector for the headwords together with the common ancestor in both Forward & Backward Dependency Layer as input to Relation Classification Layer
. Concept Selection Layer The concepts in the task are mostly phrases rather than single words, in the SemEval Task 7. We therefore seek ways to obtain prior knowledge for those terms. We train a scientific concept extraction model using the state-ofthe-art scientific neural tagging technique in (Luan et al., 2017) , given the scientific concept annotation in the SemEval 2018 Task7 training data. We were able to achieve 79.8% F1 score (span level) to identify the scientific concepts. We then use the model to extract all scientific concepts in the ACL anthology and AI2 dataset (refer to Sec. 3). We keep all the concepts that occur more than 10 times in the whole corpus, which results in around 15k concepts. We treat each of the 15k concepts as an individual token and retrain word2vec embeddings v k together with all other single words. At training time, given a scientific concept pair (C l , C r ), we search through the 15k concepts to get all the concept candidates that have n-gram string match with C l and C r respectively (n is from 1 to the length of the target concept C). For example, for the concept phone n-gram model, the candidate concepts we get are {phone n-gram, n-gram model, n-gram, model, phone}. Since there may exist cases where no match could be found in the 15k concepts, we introduce a null vector v ∅ . v ∅ is learned with other neural network parameters. Assume there are K concept candidates in the candidate list, we denote the embeddings for the concept candidates to
is the concatenation of bidirectional LSTM hidden states of the first and last word in C l . 1 W AT T is a parameter matrix for the bilinear score for h S C l and v k . The final concept embedding
For a target concept C, if exact match exists in the 15K concepts, we set the pre-trained concept embedding to be v C l . We concatenate the resulting embedding for both concepts in the concept pair as input to the final classification layer (v C = [v C l ; v Cr ]).
Relation Classification Layer We concatenate the output of Forward & Backward Dependency
Layer h DP and Concept Embedding Selection Layer v C as input to Relation Classification Layer. 1 We also tried using the weighted average of all LSTM word embeddings in the span to calculate h S C l ; this yields a slightly worse result. Besides, we also introduce a distance feature between the two concepts which indicates how many other concepts there are in between the target concept pairs. We concatenate the distance embedding with all the other features. The concatenated features are then projected down to a lower dimension through tanh function and make the final prediction through a sof tmax function.
Experimental Setup
External Data We use two external resources for pretraining word embeddings: i) the Semantic Scholar Corpus, 2 a collection of over 20 million research papers from which we extract a subset of 110k abstracts of publications in the artificial intelligence area; and ii) the ACL Anothology Reference Corpus, which contains 22k full papers published in the ACL Anothology (Bird et al., 2008) .
Baseline We compare our model with a baseline that removes the Concept Selection Layer and replaces it with a weighted sum (using attention) of hidden states (from the Sequential LSTM Layer) for all words in a concept.
Implementation details All parameters are tuned based on dev set performance; the best parameters are selected and used for final evaluation.
For all experiments, we explore tuning with two different evaluation metrics: macro-F1 score and micro-F1 score. 3 We keep the pre-trained concept embedding fixed as additional input feature. The word embedding dimension is 250; the LSTM hidden dimension is 100 (for both sequential and dependency layer); the character-level hidden dimension is 25; and the optimization algorithm is SGD with a learning rate of 0.05. For Subtask 2, since 5 out of 6 relation types have directionality, we add relation label " REVERSE" to all the 5 directional relations together with a "NONE" type, which result in 12 labels in total. For each epoch, we also randomly filter out some "NONE" samples with probability p during training, since the "NONE" type relation dominates the training set and would bias the model towards predicting "NONE" types. We tune p according to dev set, and use p = 0.4 for the final evaluation.
Experimental Results
Ablation Study Table 1 provides the results of an ablation study on the dev set showing the impact of removing different components of our system. Looking at micro F1 scores, dependency path information is very important (performance dropped 11.5% without it), and the Concept Selection Layer is also important as it gives 2.5 absolute improvement. The Dependency relation feature and the distance feature also show 1-2 points gain. It is worth noticing that removing the Concept Layer (-Concept) does better than replacing it with the weighted sequential LSTM sum (Baseline). With the small amount of training data, it is difficult for the baseline system to learn a good transformation from word to phrase.
Competition Result
The results of our system is in Table 2 . We submit two sets of results, one tuned with micro F1 and the other with macro F1. It turns out that even though the official evaluation metric is macro F1 score, our model tuned by micro F1 gets better results in the final competition. In Subtask 1.1 and Subtask 2 scenario 2, we were the second place team with F1 score of 78.9% and 39.1% respectively. We were the first place in Subtask 2 scenario 1 with 50.0% F1.
Related Work
There has been growing interest in research on automatic methods to help researchers search and extract information from scientific literature. Past research has addressed citation sentiment (Athar and Teufel, 2012b,a) , citation networks (Kas, 2011; Gabor et al., 2016; Sim et al., 2012; Do et al., 2013; Jaidka et al., 2014) , summarization (Abu-Jbara and Radev, 2011) and some analysis of research community (Vogel and Jurafsky, 2012; Anderson et al., 2012) . However, due to scarce hand-annotated data resources, previous work on information extraction (IE) for scientific literature is very limited. Most previous work focuses on unsupervised methods for extracting scientific terms such as bootstrapping Gupta and Manning (2011); Tsai et al. (2013) , or extracting relations (Gábor et al., 2016) . Luan et al. (2017) ; Augenstein and Søgaard (2017) applied semi-supervised learning and multi-task learning to neural based models to leverage large unannotated scholarly datasets for a scientific term extraction task (Augenstein and Søgaard, 2017) .
Although not much supervised relation extraction work has been done on scientific literature, neural network techniqueshave obtained the state of the art for general domain relation extraction. Both convolutional (Santos et al., 2015) and RNNbased architectures (Xu et al., 2016; Miwa and Bansal, 2016; Peng et al., 2017; have been successfully applied to the task and significantly improve performance.
Conclusion
This paper describes the system of the UWNLP team submitted to SemEval 2018 Task 7. We extend state-of-the-art neural models for information extraction by proposing a Concept Selection module which can leverage the semantic information of concepts pre-trained from a large scholarly dataset. Our system ranked second in the relation classification task (subtask 1.1 and subtask 2 senerio 2), and first in the relation extraction task (subtask 2 scenario 1).
